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IS TECHNOLOGY  
CHANGING HEALTHCARE?







Steam 
Mechanical 
production

1700s
1st INDUSTRIAL        
REVOLUTION

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The 1st industrial revolution, in the late 1700s, brought steam and mechanical production;



Electricity
Mass production

1800s
2nd INDUSTRIAL        
REVOLUTION
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The 2nd industrial revolution, in the late 1800s, brought electricity and mass production; and



Electronics
Information 
Technology 
Automation

1960s
3rd INDUSTRIAL        
REVOLUTION
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The 3rd industrial revolution, in the late 1960s, brought electronics, IT and automation.



Convergence of digital, 
physical and biological 
innovations

2014
4th INDUSTRIAL        
REVOLUTION
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Presentation Notes
The transition to the 4th industrial revolution is characterized by a worldwide revolution of digital, physical, and biological innovations that are rapidly, radically, changing the way all of us live and work. The 4th industrial revolution is bringing the cyber world and the physical world together at an unprecedented pace. It applies big data, connectivity and enhanced computing power to every sector of our economy – and that includes health care. It carries great hope for improving the lives of billions of people, improving the efficiency of organizations, and perhaps even stabilizing changes in our environment. But like any revolution, it also is inherently destabilizing. It carries the risk that large companies won’t adapt, therefore becoming irrelevant; that governments won’t employ or regulate new technologies; that security issues will grow; and that societies will fragment. That’s why we must understand, prepare for, and even shape this future.



Improving our world 
through big data, 
connectivity and 
enhanced computing

2014
4th INDUSTRIAL        
REVOLUTION



4th INDUSTRIAL        
REVOLUTION DEFINED
Interoperability
Virtualization 
Decentralization
Real-time Capability 
Service Orientation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Driven by multiple technologiesLook at last twoConsumer driven….think millennials…I want it now and easy



“It’s the platform, 
stupid”



Region’s Premiere Academic Medical Center



We Are Inventors
DRIVING CHANGE THROUGH 
INNOVATION



We have a history of 
innovation…

…and a very 
bright future

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We helped develop first “baby simulator”  and became a test site for it w Laerdal company. -Trained 18 delta special operation medics for 5 years. - Early adopter if using Simulation in resident curriculum. We had 50% of curriculum in simulation by 2001. This was unique and a complete innovation at the time. - Also early adopter of training palliative care and end of life discussions with hybrid simulations.



We Work 
Together

Education
Research
Practice



Advancing
Medical Education to Train
the Next Generation
of Caregivers



Investing
in Innovative Research
to Transform Medicine
and Public Health

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We spend $900M on research and education, and our physicians and scientists are strongly focused on innovation.



>26K
Admissions

700k
Outpatient visits per year

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 Our Jacksonville campus cares for more than 100,000 patients a year. 





What are some of the 
key technologies 
driving change? 



GENOMICS AND PRECISON MEDICINE

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Moving away from one size fits allLeveraging the information in our genes to better diagnose and treat disease



Impacting Healthcare TODAY

…rare disease

…advanced cancer

Pharmacogenomics Non-invasive
prenatal testing

Infectious diseasePredictive genomics

Gene panels: Neurology and 
Gastroenterology

Whole-exome sequencing 
(WES) for patients with…

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Exponential growth in IM clinical consults and testing expecting to continue rapid trajectory



Biotherapeutics
Products derived from 
patients for patients

Presenter
Presentation Notes
[] Biotherapeutics is also being changed by regenerative medicine - using patients’ own cellular material to develop solutions for organ failure, diabetes, neurological issues, heart disease, and more. What seemed the distant future is now the present with organs such as tracheas being grown for patients, and using stem cells derived from patients’ fat or bone marrow to combat diseases. For example we are seeing fistula closure rates with mesenchymal stem cells approaching 80% requiring significant changes in our production models. To drive home how fast this is happening – in august in Florida we will open 2 regenerative medicine suites right in the middle of our transplant center to meet the clinical needs of our patients able to move discovery to translation to application in one place.





Mobile 
Connectivity and 
Health Apps
Interpretation of data 
tailored to individuals

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In the future, smart interfaces will mine the data of our personal devices and find what’s relevant for each individual. Health care won’t be tied to a location or organization, but to a person. Back to Education…monitoring training more accurately and in real time





Big Data Analytics
Interpretation and collation of data to 

guide patients and physicians

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Consumers don’t want to wait. They want to connect wherever they are. They already use the Internet of Things and mobile devices, and wear devices and use apps that track their health measures. But few of these devices can meaningfully interact with our health system – yet. We need to develop APIs that allow filtered (getting rid of spurious data) information to flow from the home and personal environment and inform on medical decision making. 



Sepsis

Poison Control

Medical Imaging and 
Diagnostics

Cancer Care Population Health

Employee Wellness



Rethinking 
Colorectal Cancer 
Screening
Identify those under 50 
at highest risk who 
would benefit most



ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE



$9.3 billion
Invested in artificial intelligence 
start-ups in the U.S. in 2018

Presenter
Presentation Notes
An estimated $8.5 billion was invested in artificial intelligence globally in 2015, it is likely that AI will be a significant health care industry disruptor.People guiding analysis…machines do more on their own (black box)No shows for appointmentsWhich patients with sepsis are on course for a bad outcomePoison control centerREAL TIME





Virtual and 
Augmented 
Reality
Expanding our capabilities in
to new realms

Presenter
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[] better understand what it is like to be a disoriented patientToEndless possibilities with simulation of procedures and learning



Molecular Imaging
Visualizing a single molecule

Presenter
Presentation Notes
[] Another area that will rapidly grow is molecular imaging. Techniques are combining and evolving so we can visualize, in a whole human, a single molecule. As an example, Mayo researchers developed Choline C-11 PET scanning to detect small deposits of prostate cancer all over the body, when the PSA is still low and when conventional imaging does not show abnormalities. This provides a target for localized therapy, and enables tracking of therapy’s effectiveness. The consumer gets better treatment that is more precise and it is also substantially cheaper as you avoid whole body radiation. And with the evolution of optogenetics we will see many new imaging and delivery modalities coalesce and come into the practice requiring new collaborations between health care providers and industry.



Nanotechnology
Scaling diagnosis and
treatment to true point of care 
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[]



3D Printing
Customized devices ready
in real time
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[]



An exciting time for
UF Health and the College of Medicine 

in Jacksonville 



OPPORTUNITY TO ENHANCE REPUTATION 
AND BE RECOGNIZED AS LEADER IN THE 

REGION



How Does 
Research Add 
Value to the 

Institution While 
Not Driving Up 

Costs?



We Must Know the 
Institutional Mission

...and align with it.



“The Region’s Most Valued
Healthcare Asset”



To support the 
mission, research 
must capitalize on 
momentum and 
accelerate from 
“good to great”.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
FAIR to GOOD? Regardless….move forward, advance, improve



There are several key 
challenges that must 
be overcome to move 
research forward on 

our campus. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
No real culture of researchFinancial constraintsLimited talent pool of people who can build programs



Starts with a 
Culture that Knows 

“Why?”
Research is the asset 

that drives  
transformation in 

healthcare and 
population health.



“From Innovation to 
Transformation”



In 2019, we are planting seeds for 
growth and change.



Must Focus on the Future

To secure that future we are …

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The practical things we an do…are doing…to start the move form good to great 



Enhancing our 
access to data as 
well as our ability 

to analyze it.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Created a new Center for Data Solutions to grow bandwidth and expertiseMade better connections with internal data sources (IDR and One Florida)





Advancing our 
ability to train and 

develop next 
generation of high 
impact, federally 

funded 
researchers.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Not where the big bang is gonna come from…limitedResearch training task force…identified issues…leader…business plan3. Continuum from everyone to superstars





Building out our 
ability to collect, 
process, store 
and analyze 

biospecimens. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Extremely practical here….NOT a Biorepository! Focus on targeted collections that are funded and usage is guaranteed (i.e. Slager study or InterVenn)



Streamling use of 
the research 
budget and 
finding new 
sources of 
revenue.



$21.8 MILLION 
IN FY18 – 19 

RESEARCH METRICS
Utilizing a team science approach to innovate and transform healthcare.

Active IRB protocols 536

Full-time research staff 81

Funded faculty engaged in research 74

Funded Clinical trials 194

Research-based publications 
(FY18-19) 129

Funded by 
Internal 
Sources

Funded by 
External Sources

60%

40%
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Focusing our 
efforts and 
resources in 

strategic, 
mission-aligned 

areas



Enriching current 
partnerships and 
establishing new 

ones.



Partnerships
Making the Necessary 
Connections 



Executing a 
communication 
strategy to tell 
people about 
what we are 

doing.



The Big 
Picture



Office of Research Affairs

Center for Data 
Solutions

Center for 
Research Training

Center for 
Biospecimen 
Procurement

Cancer
Acute

Critical
Care

Cardiology Mental 
Health Aging

Precision Medicine Health Disparities Population Health

”ONE UF, ONE VISION”

Region’s Most Valued 
Healthcare Asset

Presenter
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Dr. Fishe…precision medicine and ACC



DISCOVERY AND INNOVATION BUILDING



The 4th
Industrial 
Revolution
Blurring the lines between 
digital and physical worlds

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The world is entering the 4th industrial revolution, characterized by the blurring of the lines between the cyber and physical worlds. The first industrial revolutions was driven by steam resulting in mechanical production, electricity brought the second industrial revolution characterized by mass production; and electronics and automation led the 3rd.The 4th industrial revolution is applying big data, connectivity and enhanced computing power to every sector – including health care. The future will be shaped by interoperability of highly diverse systems made possible by the “Internet of Things”; decentralization with smart machines that can act independently and therefore no longer needing to be colocated; unprecedented real-time capability to collect, analyze and apply data; virtualization to test products and procedures; and the Internet of Services for use yes by people but also by machines.These changes carry great hope for improving the lives of billions of people and creating large scales of economies and efficiencies. But it also carries great risk that companies and governments won’t adapt, that security issues will grow, and that societies will fragment.



4th Industrial Revolution
Production Distribution Consumption









Integration of 
technology takes time…

…but technology 
waits for no one. 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Dr. Haley …deals with everyone coming to him with latest technologies…where should we be? 



“Disruptive Technology” Can Cut Both 
Ways…



“I think there is a 
world market for 
maybe five 
computers.”

Thomas Watson, 
Chairman of 
IBM, 1943



“X-rays will prove 
to be a hoax.” 

Lord Kelvin 
President of the 
Royal Society, 
1883.





Presenter
Presentation Notes
Careful not replace what already works…supplement…add value…





Presenter
Presentation Notes
Already large health disparities in this countryThese technologies can and will make these gaps wider..No matter whether your beliefs on hw the world should work are driven by justice or economics (or perhaps a combination of both) this is not good.WE CANNOT JUST THINK ABOUT HOW THESE TECHNOLOGIOES CAN HELP THOSE WHO CAN AFFORD IT.That is why academic medical centers like UF in Jacksonville that LIVE in BOTH WORLDS cannot just exist but must thrive.



When the unimaginable becomes 
the unremarkable…

that is progress.



Thank you.
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